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Executive summary

Nitrous oxide is an inert, non-irritating, colourless, slightly sweet-smelling gas widely used as an anaesthetic or analgesic agent in medicine and commercially in the food and beverage, electronics and motor fuel industries. The global market for both medical and industrial nitrous oxide was estimated at US$ 1.2 billion in 2022.

Nitrous oxide is listed on the 2023 WHO Model List of Essential Medicines and on the list of Essential Medicines for Children as an inhalational anaesthetic. It is approved as a medical gas and as a food additive by many national regulatory authorities. It is not currently under international control and has never been reviewed by the ECDD. Nitrous oxide is legal in all countries, although some countries limit the sale of nitrous oxide for direct human consumption or to minors.

Nitrous oxide is rapidly absorbed via inhalation. It is relatively insoluble in blood, resulting in rapid onset (15–30 s) and offset (10–15 min) of effects. Nitrous oxide is not metabolized and is eliminated unchanged in exhaled breath.

For non-medical use, nitrous oxide is usually inhaled through the mouth from small metal canisters or bulbs ("whippets"), from balloons filled with gas from other sources, such as cylinders ("smart whips"), or large tanks containing up to 10 kg nitrous oxide. Bulbs typically contain 10–50 mL of pure nitrous oxide.

The limited information on dosage and use patterns is from surveys of self-selected convenience samples by non-medical users. Many respondents used nitrous oxide several times a month, taking 3–10 “hits” each time. Heavier users may inhale 20 or more bulbs at each session.

Two neuropharmacological mechanisms have been proposed for the abuse potential and other behavioural effects of nitrous oxide: activation of opioid receptors and blockade of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)-type glutamate receptor. Evidence for a role of opioid receptors is suggestive but not consistent. In mice, pharmacological blockade of κ-opioid receptors consistently blocks nitrous oxide-induced analgesia, while results for pharmacological blockade of μ-opioid receptors are inconsistent. Deletion of the gene for the μ-opioid receptor does not influence the analgesic effect. One study in mice and one in rats found that direct injection of a μ-opioid receptor antagonist into the periaqueductal gray area of the brain reduced nitrous oxide-induced analgesia.

Studies of the influence of naloxone (an opioid receptor antagonist selective for the μ-opioid receptor at low doses) on nitrous oxide-induced analgesia, in a variety of models of pain, gave mixed results. Two show a decreased analgesic effect, four show no effect, and two (from the same research group) show a reduction or an enhancement of the analgesic effect, depending on the participant. One study found no significant effect of naloxone (0.1–10 mg/kg intravenously) on subjective effects or psychomotor impairment.

The second proposed major neuropharmacological mechanism is noncompetitive antagonism at the NMDA receptor, which has also been proposed as the mechanism of the rapid anti-depressant action of nitrous oxide, which resembles that of ketamine. There is no direct evidence that this mechanism occurs in humans.

Nitrous oxide, as an inert gas, has no acute biochemical or cellular toxicity. The rare deaths associated with nitrous oxide use are due to asphyxia or accidents. Chronic exposure causes irreversible oxidation of the cobalt ion in cobalamin (vitamin B12), which renders the vitamin functionless. This mechanism results in major neurological and haematological toxicity. Both chronic nitrous oxide use and cobalamin deficiency are associated with generalized demyelinating polyneuropathy and megaloblastic anaemia. Other possible mechanisms of neurotoxicity include elevated concentrations of homocysteine and methylmethionine, which are neurotoxic in rodents.
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The true prevalence of adverse reactions associated with use of nitrous oxide is unknown, as no population-based or systematic unbiased surveys appear to have been conducted. The most common adverse effects reported by non-medical nitrous oxide users in anonymous online surveys include hallucinations (lifetime prevalence, 36.3%), confusion (31.5%), fainting (10.4%), nausea (9.7%), persistent numbness (5.2%) and accidents (3.2%).

The most common adverse reactions seen in chronic nitrous oxide users presenting for medical attention are neurological (usually related to demyelinization) and haematological. The most common symptoms include limb weakness or numbness (almost all patients), difficulty in walking, headache or dizziness, involuntary movements and constipation.

Nitrous oxide produced psychotic-like subjective effects similar to those of ketamine in some laboratory studies with humans. The effects included both positive and negative symptoms.

Nitrous oxide caused dose-dependent cognitive and psychomotor impairment in healthy adults at concentrations that had positive subjective effects. Impairments resolved within 5–20 min of cessation of nitrous oxide exposure.

Even brief exposure to nitrous oxide can impair cognition. Among 12 healthy young adults who took four deep inhalations of nitrous oxide, verbal recall and performance on the Digit-Symbol Substitution Test (DSST) were impaired by 10% nitrous oxide. Performance was normal 3 min after inhalation.

Nitrous oxide generates acute and chronic tolerance to many of its effects in rodents, although a few studies did not show tolerance. Rodents that were tolerant to nitrous oxide were partially cross-tolerant to ethanol but not to barbiturates or morphine.

Rodents exposed to nitrous oxide showed signs of withdrawal when exposure ended abruptly, most prominently tonic–clonic handling seizures.

Tolerance to the analgesic effects of nitrous oxide was observed in several laboratory studies with humans but usually not to its subjective or psychomotor effects. Tolerance can appear after 30 min of exposure. Of 111 cases of non-medical nitrous oxide use reported to the French national addictovigilance system between 2012 and 2021, 27.9% showed tolerance and 11.7% showed withdrawal symptoms. Of 190 medical students at the University of Paris who met the diagnostic criteria of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fifth edition, revised (DSM-5) for nitrous oxide use disorder and who participated in an anonymous online survey, 45% reported tolerance.

Nitrous oxide had clear rewarding properties in two of the four widely used animal models of substance abuse (self-administration, intracranial self-stimulation [ICSS], drug discrimination) and mixed results in two others (ICSS, conditioned place preference), although the evidence is sparse. Some rats self-administered nitrous oxide, as did squirrel monkeys. Mice discriminated between 60% nitrous oxide and pure oxygen. Nitrous oxide has variable effects on the response rate of self-administration and ICSS and reduced the effort mice were willing to make. Nitrous oxide elicited dose-dependent conditioned place preference in rats at a low concentration (8%) and conditioned place aversion at higher concentrations (≥ 30%) but had no conditioning effect in mice.

The abuse potential of nitrous oxide was noted immediately after it was identified, in 1772. Inhalation of nitrous oxide produced a pleasurable euphoria and giddiness likened to alcohol intoxication, with pleasant thrilling sensations in the body and auditory and visual distortions. Modern laboratory studies with healthy young adults confirm that inhaled nitrous oxide has robust, dose-dependent pleasurable, rewarding subjective effects at sub-anaesthetic concentrations of inhaled gas (10–50%) but did not consistently generate a preference to oxygen in discrete choice procedures. Commonly reported subjective effects are: dreamy, detached reverie (e.g. “floating”, “coasting”, “spaced out”); happy, euphoric mood (e.g. “happy”, “high”, “elated”, “stimulated”) or psychedelic (e.g. “pleasant bodily sensations”, changed body awareness and image, altered time perception, dissociative state). Subjective
effects resolved substantially by 15 min after cessation of nitrous oxide exposure and resolved completely within 1 h. Adults who took a single deep inhalation of 100% nitrous oxide or four consecutive deep inhalations of 40%, 60% or 80% nitrous oxide experienced positive subjective effects within 15–30 s, peaking at 2–3 min and subsiding within 15–20 min. Subjective effects were rated by participants as more similar to those of ketamine and alcohol than to those of cannabis or cocaine.

Individuals differed substantially in the quality and intensity of the subjective effects of nitrous oxide. A large proportion of individuals reported disliking or were neutral towards inhaling nitrous oxide rather than liking it.

The first medical use of nitrous oxide was as a dental anaesthetic, in 1844. It is now widely used as a supplementary agent in inhalational anesthesia, as it is not sufficiently potent to be used alone, for analgesia and sedation during childbirth and in painful short procedures in dentistry and emergency medicine.

Nitrous oxide has been proposed as a treatment for depression (especially that which is resistant to treatment) and alcohol withdrawal on the basis of several small controlled clinical trials, but it is not approved for these conditions by any national regulatory authority. Five controlled clinical trials found that nitrous was non-inferior to standard doses of oral benzodiazepines in reducing the signs and symptoms of acute alcohol withdrawal, while a later controlled clinical trial found no benefit.

Deaths directly related to the non-medical use of nitrous oxide appear to be rare. Coroners’ inquests in England and Wales identified 62 deaths associated with nitrous oxide use between 2001 and 2021, corresponding to an average of three deaths per year. The Australian National Coronial Information System included 20 fatalities related to nitrous oxide misuse between 2000 and 2021.

The true prevalence of non-medical use of nitrous oxide or of nitrous oxide use disorder is unknown. The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime annual World Drug Report does not include data on use of nitrous oxide. Few population-based surveys of psychoactive substance use have included nitrous oxide, and many of those that did grouped it with other inhalants (e.g. alkyl nitrites, volatile organic compounds).

The global prevalence of non-medical use of nitrous oxide appears to be low but may have increased during the past decade in some countries and population groups, such as in Lithuania and Netherlands (Kingdom of the). The lifetime prevalence was 0.6–7.6% in four countries that have conducted nationally representative, population-based cross-sectional surveys (Lithuania, Netherlands [Kingdom of the], New Zealand and the USA). The prevalence in the past year was 0.8–3.2% in England and Wales, Netherlands (Kingdom of the) and New Zealand.

The prevalence of non-medical use of nitrous oxide is relatively high in some population subgroups, including health profession students (perhaps because of easier access), high schools (secondary), colleges, attendees at dance clubs and music festivals and adolescents in psychiatric treatment settings.

1 Substance identification

A International nonproprietary name
Not assigned

B Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) registry number
100024-97-2

C Other chemical names
Canonical SMILES
N#N=O

InChI
InChI=1S/N2O/c1-2-3

InChI key
GQPLMRYTRLFLPF-UHFFFAOYSA-N

Other names
Dinitrogen monoxide
Dinitrogen oxide
Dinitrogen oxide (N₂O)
Hyponitrous acid anhydride
Nitrogen protoxide
Nitrous-oxide
2-Oxodiazen-2-ium-1-ide
1,2-Diazaethyne1-oxide
Diazyne 1-oxide
Nitrogen hypoxide
Nitrogen oxide
Nitrogenium oxydulatum
Oxodiazen-2-ium-1-ide
Oxidodinitrogen(N-N
Diazooxidane
Laughing gas
Factitious air
R 744A

D Trade names
Nitrous oxide is used as a food additive (aerosol propellant to make whipped cream), a refrigerator, a leak detecting agent, an oxidizing agent, a chemical reagent and as an additive to fuels for racing cars under several trade names.

Medical nitrous oxide is sold as single ingredient in several countries under the trade name NIONTIX (Belgium, Czechia, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Netherlands [Kingdom of the], Norway and Sweden) or MAXICOOL (Israel). Medical nitrous oxide is also sold in multi-ingredient preparations under the trade names Entonox and Equanox in Australia; Livopan in Austria; Actynox, Kalinox and Relivapan in Belgium; Alnox, Entonax and Liquid-Med in Canada; Entonox in Czechia; Kalinox, Latox, Livopan and Medimix in Denmark; Livopan in Finland; Antasol, Entonox, Kalinox and Oxynox in France; Livopan in Germany; Livopan and Nitralgin in Hungary; Donopa and Entonox in Ireland; Protoxan in Italy; Actynox, Donopa, Kalinox, Protoxan and Relivapan in Netherlands (Kingdom of the); Livopan in Norway; Entonox in New Zealand; Entomix, Entonox and Kalinox in Poland; Kalinox, Livopan and Protoxan in Portugal; Entonox in South Africa; Actynox, Entonox, Kalinox, Nodolox and Protoxan in Spain; Livopan and Medimix in Sweden; Entonox and Kalinox in Switzerland; and Entonox and Equanox in the United Kingdom (1).

E Street names
Bulb; Buzz bomb; Cartridges; Fall down; Gas; Going to the dentist; Grocery store high; Hippy crack; Hysteria; Laughing gas; Nang; Nie; Nigh; Nitro; Nitrogen; Nitrous; Noss; Pan; Shoot the breeze; Tanks; Whippet; Whippets; and Wippets (1). The name Nox is used when nitrous oxide
is combined with other substances, such as 3,4-methylenedioxyamphetamine (MDMA) (2).

F Physical appearance

The European Pharmacopoeia describes nitrous oxide as a colourless gas (3) and the United States Pharmacopeia describes it as a colourless gas with no appreciable odour or taste (4). It has also been reported as a colourless gas under ambient conditions, with a slightly sweet odour and taste (5,6).

The British Pharmacopeia 2019 (3) states that nitrous oxide should be kept in approved metal cylinders painted blue and carry a label stating “nitrous oxide”. Furthermore, “nitrous oxide” or “N₂O” should be stenciled in paint on the shoulder of the cylinder.

G WHO review history

Nitrous oxide has not previously been reviewed by the WHO Expert Committee on Drug Dependence.

2 Chemistry

A Chemical name

IUPAC Name: Nitrous oxide

Chemical Abstracts Index name: Nitrogen oxide (N₂O) (7CI, 8CI, 9CI, ACI)

B Chemical structure

Free base:

$\text{N} \equiv \text{N} = \text{O}$

Molecular formula:

N₂O

Molecular weight:

44.013 g/mol

C Stereoisomers

No stereoisomers of nitrous oxide have been described.

D Methods and ease of illicit manufacture

Nitrous oxide was first isolated by Joseph Priestley in 1772 and was synthesized by Humphry Davy in the late 1790s. The synthesis of nitrous oxide has remained relatively unchanged, as it is widely used in industrial preparation of the gas (7). The synthesis consists of thermal decomposition of a 92–94% hot solution of ammonium nitrate in reaction (1):

$$\text{NH}_4\text{NO}_3 \rightarrow \text{N}_2\text{O} + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \ (1).$$

The ideal temperature of the reaction for the maximum yield is 265–278 °C. Higher and lower temperatures result in undesired side-products, such as nitrogen (N₂), nitrogen dioxide (NO₂), dinitrogen trioxide (N₂O₃), nitric oxide (NO), ammonia (NH₃) and nitric acid (HNO₃). The presence of impurities such as chlorides, carbonates, nitric acid, iron, organic substances and especially oil in a hot solution of ammonium nitrate can disturb the decomposition reaction. For
instance, in the presence of 0.1% chlorides (w/w) the formation of nitrous oxide is slower and the formation of impurities is faster. Additionally, the presence of oil traces leads to formation of carbon monoxide as a gaseous impurity, while the presence of iron traces increases the formation of impurities (8). As the reaction is exothermal, a large increase in the reaction temperature can cause an explosion (7). The gas obtained from the reaction undergoes a series of processes to achieve the desired purity.

Another synthesis reported in a US patent (9) involves reaction of urea in sulfuric acid with nitric acid and subsequent purification with an aqueous alkaline solution.

Clandestine and home production of nitrous oxide are possible but expensive and dangerous because of the risks of explosions and formation of noxious side products such as NO and NO₂ (5). Other methods have been developed for producing nitrous oxide at home. For example, mixing sodium nitrate and ammonium sulfate according to reaction (2) minimizes the formation of side products; however, the procedure is unsafe (10).

\[
2\text{NaNO}_3 + (\text{NH}_4)_2\text{SO}_4 \rightarrow \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 + 2\text{N}_2\text{O} + 4\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (2).
\]

E  **Chemical properties**

*Melting-point*

-90.83 °C (11)

*Boiling-point*

88.57 °C (11)

*Solubility*

In water: 1 volume of nitrous oxide dissolves in about 1.5 volumes of water at 20 °C and at a pressure of 101 kPa (3).

1 volume of nitrous oxide dissolves in about 1.4 volumes of water at 20 °C and at a pressure of 760 mmHg (4).

It is also freely soluble in alcohol and soluble in ether and oils (4).

F  **Identification and analysis**

Chromatographic, optical and amperometric techniques are currently used to measure nitrous oxide (12). There are portable devices to measure nitrous oxide in gaseous media (13), but they apparently have not been used to detect nitrous oxide in exhaled breath at the site of motor vehicle accidents or in cases of apparent intoxication. There is no portable device for detecting nitrous oxide in blood or other liquid matrices.

*Chromatographic techniques*

The most widely used analytical technique is gas chromatography (GC) coupled to an electron-capture detector with manual or automated sampling. The limit of detection is about 30 ppb, and the precision ranges from 0.18 to 0.4. The cost of this instrumental platform is low (12), the methods are readily available, and the data are comparable to those previously collected (14). As the presence of water vapour and carbon dioxide can result in inaccurate results, samples must be pre-treated (12). High accuracy and precision can also be obtained with GC coupled to an isotope-ratio mass spectrometer for isotopic analysis of nitrous oxide (15).

*Optical techniques*

The advantage of optical techniques is the short analysis time – fractions of a second – which makes them the techniques of choice for measuring trace gas fluxes (12). Two optical techniques are used preferentially for measuring nitrous oxide: Fourier-transform infra-red spectroscopy
and laser-adsorption spectroscopy (16). The limit of detection is about 1 ppb, and the precision may reach 0.1 ppb (17). An indirect optical technique is photoacoustic spectroscopy, which measures the effect on the absorbing medium rather than direct light absorption. This technique is attractive because portable devices can be set up that work at atmospheric pressure, allowing measurements in situ (18).

**Amperometric techniques**

The current produced by reduction of nitrous oxide at an electrode can be used to measure its concentration. Electrochemical amperometric sensors are sensitive, simple, easy to use and cheap (19). Such instrumentation can reach a limit of detection of 22 ppb but cannot be used for prolonged monitoring (20).

**Nitrous oxide in biological specimens**

Few methods have been reported for the determination of nitrous oxide in biological samples. Those reported are based on either GC-electron capture detection (ECD) or GC-mass spectrometry (MS) (21–23). Brugnone et al. (21) determined nitrous oxide concentrations in plasma and urine of physicians exposed to the gas during anaesthesia of patients and reported concentrations far higher than in controls. Poli et al. (22) examined post-mortem samples from eight cases of intoxication due to erroneous replacement of the oxygen gas line with one containing nitrous oxide. Nitrous oxide levels were detected even 1 month after death by head-space GC-ECD. Abnormal amounts of nitrous oxide were found in all post-mortem tissues (blood, urine, liver, bile, kidney, fat and brain) by HS-GC-MS in toxicological studies of a death suspected to be due to nitrous oxide intoxication (23).

Because of its short half-life, nitrous oxide is more difficult to detect in biological samples from living people than in post-mortem specimens. Levels can be measured in blood and urine immediately after exposure (21), but routine analysis is more difficult. Mariller et al. (24) attempted to detect nitrous oxide in urine and exhaled air but found sampling and interpretation of the results to be difficult. They recommended early sampling, use of entirely filled airtight containers and freezing if immediate analysis is not possible.

3 **Ease of conversion into controlled substances**

Although nitrous oxide is used in a wide variety of chemical reactions, especially as an oxidizing agent, it is not known whether it can be converted into a controlled substance.

4 **General pharmacology**

**A Routes of administration and dosage**

Nitrous oxide is an inert, colourless, slightly sweet smelling, non-irritating gas that is administered via inhalation through the nose and/or mouth (25). For non-medical use, nitrous oxide is typically inhaled from small metal canisters or bulbs used to generate whipped cream (“whippets”, “nangs” [in Australia]) or from balloons filled with gas from other sources (26). Bulbs typically contain 10–50 mL of pure nitrous oxide. Balloons may be filled from cylinders (“smart whips”) or large tanks containing up to 10 kg of nitrous oxide that are sold legally for industrial or medical use. This is readily done with a “cracker”, a device screwed onto the cylinder, and turning the cap to release nitrous oxide into the attached balloon (5).

Cross-sectional, online, anonymous international surveys of convenience samples of self-selected individuals who use psychoactive substances (global drug surveys in 2014–2016)
identified 17 325 respondents who had used nitrous oxide for non-medical reasons in the past year (27). The vast majority (82%) had inhaled nitrous oxide from balloons, which they had filled from bulbs (87.2%) or large tanks (6.8%). The remainder inhaled nitrous oxide from whipped cream dispensers (12.8%), plastic bags (0.7%) or gas bulbs (0.9%). Among 4883 respondents in the 2014 global drug survey (data collected in late 2013) who reported use of nitrous oxide in the past year, 80.6% had inhaled nitrous oxide from a balloon, 15.9% from a whipped cream dispenser, 0.8% from a plastic bag and 0.8% from a gas bulb (28). The gas was almost always inhaled by mouth (98.3%) and rarely via the nose (0.7%) or both (1%).

Respondents in the global drug surveys in both 2014 (data collected in late 2013) and 2014–2016 reported taking a median (interquartile range, IQR) of 5 (3–10) “hits” each time they used nitrous oxide (27,28). Respondents in the Australian Ecstasy and Related Drug Reporting System in Sydney, Australia (about 100 each year) (see section 13) reported using nitrous oxide on a median of 7 days (IQR 2–14), 5 days (2–10) and 5 days (2–10) over the previous 6 months in 2018, 2019 and 2020, respectively (9,10). Respondents reported using a median of seven bulbs (IQR 4–10), five bulbs (3–10) and eight bulbs (4–20) at a typical session in 2018, 2019 and 2020, respectively. In 2018, 17% of respondents reporting using at least 15 bulbs at their most recent session (29).

Among 158 lifetime “recreational” nitrous oxide users self-identified in a 2002 in-class survey of first-year students at the University of Auckland, New Zealand, the typical use pattern was two to five bulbs per session; 5% used more than 10 bulbs (30).

B Pharmacokinetics

Nitrous oxide is rapidly absorbed via inhalation. It is poorly soluble in blood and adipose tissue and does not bind to blood constituents, resulting in rapid onset (15–30 s) and offset (10–15 min) of effects (31). Nitrous oxide is not metabolized and is eliminated unchanged in exhaled breath.

C Pharmacodynamics

Two neuropharmacological mechanisms have been proposed for the abuse potential and other behavioural effects of nitrous oxide: activation of opioid receptors and blockade of the NMDA-type glutamate receptor (26). Evidence for the role of opioid receptors is suggestive but not consistent. In mice, pharmacological blockade of κ-opioid receptors consistently blocks nitrous oxide-induced analgesia, while pharmacological blockade of μ-opioid receptors is inconsistent (32–36). Administration of a κ-receptor agonist with the antagonist restored the analgesic effect (35). In some studies, a μ-opioid receptor antagonist (usually naloxone) did not alter the analgesic effect of nitrous oxide (32–36), while in others it reduced the analgesic effect (37–39). The discrepancy may be due partly to differences in the type and dose of μ-opioid receptor antagonist used. Naloxone was not selective for the μ-opioid receptor at the higher doses used in some studies. In a study in which a wide range of naloxone doses were injected into the cerebral ventricles, higher doses blocked the analgesic effect, while lower doses potentiated the effect (39). Deletion of the gene for the μ-opioid receptor did not influence the analgesic effect (40). In one study in mice (41) and one in rats (42), injection of a μ-opioid receptor antagonist directly into the periaqueductal gray area of the brain reduced nitrous oxide-induced analgesia. These studies suggest that the periaqueductal gray area, known to be an important site for pain perception, plays a role in the analgesic effect of nitrous oxide. In two studies, naloxone reduced nitrous oxide-induced hyperlocomotion (43,44). Three studies in rats showed that μ-opioid receptor antagonists (naloxone, naltrexone) reduced nitrous-oxide-induced analgesia (45–47), while κ- and δ-opioid receptor antagonists had no effect (46). In another study in rats, naloxone had no effect on nitrous oxide-induced analgesia (48). A study
in cats also showed no effect of naloxone on nitrous oxide-induced analgesia (49). A study in mice indicated that naloxone had no effect on nitrous oxide-induced anesthesia (50). In rats, naltrexone (an opioid receptor antagonist selective for the μ-opioid receptor at lower doses) had no effect by itself but exacerbated nitrous oxide-induced impairment of performance in a visual vigilance task (51).

Studies in humans on the influence of naloxone on nitrous oxide-induced analgesia, in a variety of pain models, had mixed results. Two showed a decreased analgesic effect, four showed no influence, and two (by the same research group) showed a reduction or increase in the analgesic effect depending on the participant (Table 1). Although a different experimental pain model was used in each study, there were no other methodological issues that would explain the different results. In one study, naloxone (0.1–10 mg/kg intravenously) had no significant effect on the subjective effects or psychomotor impairment induced by nitrous oxide (30% for 90 min) (52).

Table 1. Studies on the influence of intravenous naloxone on the analgesic effect of nitrous oxide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>No. of participants</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Pain model</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.8 mg</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>“Young”</td>
<td>Arm ischaemia</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4 mg/kg</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18–32</td>
<td>Tooth pulp shock</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 mg</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>27–41</td>
<td>Eyelid muscle stimulation</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 mg</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18–32</td>
<td>Tooth extraction</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01 mg</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22–23</td>
<td>Skin heat</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 mg/70 kg</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21–39</td>
<td>Cold pressor test</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8–1.2 mg</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21–30</td>
<td>Skin pressure</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28–40</td>
<td>Chronic musculo-skeletal pain</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No change, no effect of naloxone on nitrous oxide-induced analgesia
↓ = reduced analgesia
↑ = increased analgesia

The second proposed neuropharmacological mechanism for the abuse liability of nitrous oxide is noncompetitive antagonism at the NMDA receptor (26,61). This has also been proposed as the mechanism for the rapid anti-depressant action of nitrous oxide, which resembles that of ketamine (62). There is no direct evidence for this mechanism in humans. Mice that lack the gene for the epsilon1 subunit of the NMDA receptor show reduced anaesthetic response to nitrous oxide (63). Nitrous oxide, like ketamine, enhances glutamatergic neurotransmission in the rat hippocampus (62).

Flumazenil (an antagonist at the benzodiazepine site of the γ-aminobutyric acid receptor) significantly reduced self-ratings of “high” during exposure to nitrous oxide (30% for 35 min), but only at the highest dose (5 mg/70 kg intravenously) (64). Flumazenil had no effect on other subjective effects (“drunk”, “high”, “drug liking”) nor on psychomotor impairment (Digit Symbol Substitution Test) due to nitrous oxide. In mice exposed to nitrous oxide (50% or 75%), pretreatment with flumazenil (10 mg/kg subcutaneously) attenuated the effect of nitrous oxide on reducing rearing (a putative model of anxiolytic action).

Nitrous oxide has other weak neuropharmacological actions in rodents, the relevance of which to its effects in humans is unknown (65). They include activation of α-adrenergic receptors in
the brain stem and spinal cord, weak antagonism at 5-HT\textsubscript{3} receptors, and partial inhibition of certain nicotinic acetylcholine receptors.

5 Toxicology

Nitrous oxide, an inert gas, does not cause acute biochemical or cellular toxicity. Deaths associated with nitrous oxide use are due to asphyxiation when the inhaled substance prevents inhalation of sufficient oxygen (see section 14).

The main toxic action of nitrous oxide is irreversible oxidation of the cobalt ion in cobalamin (vitamin B\textsubscript{12}), which renders the vitamin functionless (26). This is considered to be the mechanism by which chronic use of nitrous oxide causes major neurological and haematological toxicity. Cobalamin plays a major role in enzymatic formation of methionine and tetrahydrofolate, which are essential for formation of the myelin sheath surrounding neuronal axons and for formation of red blood cells. Thus, chronic nitrous oxide use and cobalamin deficiency are associated with several generalized demyelinating polyneuropathies, such as peripheral neuropathy, progressive spinal cord degeneration, subacute combined spinal cord degeneration and megaloblastic anaemia (“pernicious anemia”). A causal association is suggested by functional vitamin B\textsubscript{12} deficiency in most chronic, heavy users of nitrous oxide and by recovery with abstinence from nitrous oxide use and/or treatment with cobalamin, although only about two thirds of patients have low blood concentrations of cobalamin and/or holotranscobalamin (the transporter for cobalamin) (66). Another possible mechanism of nitrous oxide-induced neurotoxicity may be elevated levels of homocysteine and methylmalonic acid, which are found in about 75% of chronic users of nitrous oxide (66). Both compounds are neurotoxic in rodents (26).

6 Adverse reactions in humans

The true prevalence of adverse reactions due to use of nitrous oxide is unknown, as no population-based or systematic unbiased surveys appear to have been conducted. Among 4883 respondents with non-medical nitrous oxide use in the past year who participated in the anonymous, online global drug survey in 2014 (data collected in late 2013), the most common adverse effects associated with nitrous oxide use were hallucinations (lifetime prevalence, 36.3%; prevalence in the past year, 27.8%), confusion (31.5%/24.0%), fainting (10.4%/4.4%), nausea (9.7%/5.8%), persistent numbness (5.2%/4.3%) and accidents (3.2%/1.2%) (28). Among 16239 respondents to the global drug surveys in 2014–2016 who answered a question about paraesthesia (a proxy for peripheral neuropathy), a dose-dependent relation was found between the amount of nitrous oxide used per session and the prevalence of paraesthesia. The prevalence was 1.86% (95% CI 1.8 ; 2.5) for people who took one per session, 5.0% (4.4 ; 5.6) among those who took 20 doses per session, and 8.48% (6.6 ; 10.4) among those who took 100 doses per session (67).

The adverse reactions seen most commonly in chronic nitrous oxide users presenting for medical attention are neurological (usually related to demyelination) and haematological. In a case series of 110 patients (52% men; mean age, 21.4 years [range, 14–33 years]; mean duration of nitrous oxide use, 12.5 months [0.5–72 months]) who had used nitrous oxide non-medically and were treated in Shengjing Hospital of China Medical University between 2018 and 2020, the most common symptoms were limb weakness or numbness (97%), difficulty in walking (12%), headache or dizziness (8%), involuntary movements (6%) and constipation (5%) (68). Among about 4000 cases reported to two toxicology units in the Sydney, Australia, area in 2017–2020, 22 involved individuals (50% women; 68% post-secondary students; median age, 22, IQR 20–28) who had used nitrous oxide daily for more than 1 week (69). All were heavy users, with a median (IQR) peak use of nitrous
Nitrous oxide 300 (200–370) bulbs daily for 6 (3–24) months. Only four (18%) reported use of illicit drugs, including ketamine, cannabis, MDMA (“ecstasy”) and/or cocaine. The most common presenting symptoms were gait disturbance (68%) and psychiatric symptoms (23%), including hallucinations, paranoia and/or depression. Two patients each had urinary retention, urinary incontinence and confusion. Ten (45%) patients had low serum cobalamin concentrations, 8 of 10 patients (80%) had elevated homocysteine concentrations, 5 (23%) had anaemia, and 3 (14%) had neutropenia. Of the 18 patients who underwent magnetic resonance imaging, 10 (45%) had spinal cord abnormalities consistent with subacute combined degeneration due to cobalamin deficiency. All seven patients who underwent nerve conduction studies had abnormalities consistent with sensory peripheral neuropathy.

Nitrous oxide produced psychotic-like subjective effects similar to those of ketamine in some laboratory studies. They included both positive symptoms (e.g. perceptual distortion, paranoia, delusions) and negative symptoms (e.g. anhedonia, cognitive disorganization) (70). At least 32 cases presenting for medical care with psychosis related to non-medical use of nitrous oxide have been reported in the published literature (71,72). About half of the patients did not have concurrent neurological symptoms, suggesting that their psychosis was not due to neurological factors such as vitamin B12 deficiency. The most common psychotic symptoms were hallucinations, delusions and paranoia (71).

Nitrous oxide causes dose-dependent cognitive and psychomotor impairment in healthy adults at concentrations that have positive subjective effects. Impairment resolves within 5–20 min of cessation of exposure (73,74). For example, exposure to 15% and 30% nitrous oxide for 40 min impaired performance on the DSST by 10–20% and on a test of logical reasoning by 15% (only at 30%) (75). No significant impairment was found in eye–hand coordination or auditory reaction time. Among 12 healthy adults exposed to nitrous oxide (at 0%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 10% or 15%) for 55 min, cognitive and psychomotor function was impaired only at 15% (DSST, continuous attention, choice reaction time, block pattern recognition, short-term memory recall), with one exception (76). Long-term memory recall was impaired at all concentrations. Subjective effects (e.g., “drowsy”, “feel well”, “energetic”, “drunk”) were generated only at 15%, with one exception: “dizzy” was generated at 7% and higher concentrations.

Twelve healthy young adults exposed to nitrous oxide (0%, 5%, 10%, 20% and 40%) for 1 h experienced dose-dependent impairment of cognitive and psychomotor function (77). At 5% nitrous oxide, no impairment was seen on any test. At 10%, DSST, finger-tapping rate and continuous attention were impaired. At 20%, choice reaction time, body sway, decision-making and visual vigilance were also impaired. At 40%, Gibson spiral maze (a test of visuo-motor coordination) and paired word learning were also impaired. Critical flicker fusion was not impaired at any concentration. In 12 healthy young adults exposed to nitrous oxide (0%, 10%, 20% and 40%) for 30 min, DSST performance was impaired in a dose-dependent manner: by 9% at 10%, 6% at 20% and by 20% at 40% (73). No significant change was found in auditory reaction time at any concentration.

Even brief exposure to nitrous oxide can impair cognition. In 12 healthy young adults who took four deep inhalations of nitrous oxide (0%, 40%, 60% and 80%), verbal recall and DSST performance were significantly, albeit modestly (10%), impaired only at the highest concentration (78). Performance was normal 3 min after inhalation.

Use of nitrous oxide has been associated with motor vehicle accidents, although the true prevalence is unknown due to lack of onsite tests for the substance. The number of driving incidents involving nitrous oxide in Netherlands (Kingdom of the) increased from 2652 in 2019 to 4860 in 2021 (5). The incidents included both driving while intoxicated and while filling a balloon. Dutch police estimated that nitrous oxide use was a contributing factor in almost 1800 motor vehicle accidents between 2019 and 2021, with 362 injuries and 63 deaths (79). Nitrous oxide (50%
or 70% for 5 min) significantly impaired performance in a driving simulator in 10 healthy young male dental students (80).

Use of nitrous oxide from metal cannisters has occasionally been associated with frostbite injury, usually to the inner thighs (from holding a large tank between the legs), hands or lips and face. Frostbite can result from either direct skin contact with pressurized liquified nitrous oxide released from the container because of its boiling-point of –55 °C to –88.5 °C or by touching the cold metal, which can be cooled to –40 °C by release of the gas (81–83).

The number of calls to poison centres related to nitrous oxide have increased substantially during the past decade in several European countries: from 16 (2015) to 73 (2021) in Denmark, 10 (2017) to 134 (2020) in France and 13 (2015) to 98 (2021) in Netherlands (Kingdom of the) (5).

7 Dependence potential

A Studies in experimental animals

Nitrous oxide generates acute and chronic tolerance to many, but not all, of its effects in rodents, including anaesthesia, analgesia, hypolocomotion, hypothermia and electrophysiological responses. Partial acute tolerance to the anaesthetic effect developed in mice after 60 min of continuous exposure (84). Development of tolerance was blocked by concomitant treatment with nitrendipine, a calcium channel blocker. Tolerance to the analgesic effect occurred in rats within 45 min of >16 h of exposure to 75% nitrous oxide (78,85); however, development of tolerance was blocked by pretreatment with an enkephalinase inhibitor (86), which presumably increased enkephalinergic activity in the brain. No tolerance developed to the anaesthetic effect over 3 h (86), and there was no cross-tolerance with morphine-induced analgesia (78). In mice exposed to 80% nitrous oxide for up to 30 h, naloxone did not elicit signs of withdrawal (as would have been seen in mice tolerant to morphine) (87). In another study in rats, no tolerance to analgesia developed during 2 h of exposure to 75% nitrous oxide (88). Mice became tolerant to analgesia after exposure to 75% nitrous oxide for 16 h (78), to 50% or 70% for one week or to 40% for 3 weeks (95), with partial cross-tolerance to ethanol (89) but no cross-tolerance to barbiturates (90). Tolerance resolved within 6 days.

Tolerant mice had normal synaptic membrane fatty acid, phospholipid and cholesterol content (85). Acute tolerance to analgesia occurred in mice within 41 min of continuous exposure (91). Adolescent rats developed significant tolerance to nitrous oxide-induced hypothermia after three 90-min exposures to 60%, while adult rats developed minimal tolerance (92). Mice developed partial tolerance to the hypolocomotor effects of 70% nitrous oxide during 48 h of exposure (93), and rats developed partial tolerance to the suppression of cortical evoked potential amplitude during exposure to 70% nitrous oxide, within 2–10 min for somatosensory evoked potentials (94) and within 15 min for visual evoked potentials (93). Exposure to nitrous oxide had no effect on spinal cord evoked potentials (94). Rats developed partial tolerance to the aversive effect of 80% nitrous oxide (conditioned taste aversion) after four 60-min exposures (95).

Rodents exposed to nitrous oxide experienced signs of withdrawal when exposure was ended abruptly. Mice exposed continuously to nitrous oxide (0.9–1.5 atmospheric pressure or 50–80% mixture) for 30–60 min at 34 or 68 h developed handling seizures (tonic–clonic) for 2 min to 6 h after the end of exposure (84,87,96–99). The occurrence of handling seizures was significantly reduced in mice treated concomitantly with nitrendipine (84) or treated before nitrous oxide exposure with cholinesterase inhibitors (physostigmine or galantamine) (98).
Withdrawal seizures were suppressed by nitrous oxide or ethanol treatment; however, nitrous oxide suppressed handling seizures that occurred during withdrawal from ethanol (99). Tolerance did not occur to nitrous oxide-induced impairment of performance on a visual vigilance task over 7 days of exposure to 60% concentration for 7 h daily (51).

µ-Opioid receptor ligands influence seizures in mice during withdrawal from nitrous oxide, the effects depending on when they are administered. Pretreatment with naloxone (µ-opioid receptor antagonist) just before exposure to nitrous oxide reduced withdrawal seizures (98), while treatment 5 min before the end of exposure increased the occurrence of seizures (87), and treatment with naloxone or naltrexone (another µ-opioid receptor antagonist) after exposure had no effect (97,98). Conversely, treatment with morphine (µ-opioid receptor agonist) 5 min before the end of exposure decreased the occurrence of seizures (87). Rats exposed for 48 h to 70% nitrous oxide had decreased levels of β-endorphin immunoreactivity in the brainstem and subcortex (but not the cortex) 30 min into withdrawal (100). Brain β-endorphin immunoreactivity was unchanged during withdrawal from acute exposure (25 min) to 70% nitrous oxide or during exposure to 70% nitrous oxide.

B Studies in humans

Tolerance to the analgesic effects of nitrous oxide was observed in several laboratory studies, but no tolerance was seen to its subjective or psychomotor effects. Three of seven healthy adult men exposed continuously to 33% nitrous oxide showed complete tolerance after 1 h (101). In a study with healthy young adults, continuous exposure to 35% nitrous oxide led to about 33% tolerance after 30 min and about 50% tolerance after five 30-min exposures spaced at least one half-day apart (102). In a study of eight healthy young adult men who were exposed continuously to 60–80% nitrous oxide for 3 h, tolerance was observed after 30 min, which was complete by 150 min (103). In a study with 10 healthy young adults who were exposed continuously to 2–40% nitrous oxide for 2 h, partial tolerance developed to analgesia and to rewarding subjective effects (e.g. “like drug effect”, “feel elated”); no tolerance developed to other subjective effects (e.g. “feel drug effect”, “dizzy”, “sedated”) or to cognitive or psychomotor impairment (104). In another study by the same research group, 11 healthy young adults who were exposed continuously to 20–40% nitrous oxide for 2 h showed no tolerance to rewarding subjective effects or to cognitive or psychomotor impairment (105).

Among 190 medical students at the University of Paris, France, who met the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for nitrous oxide use disorder and participated in an anonymous online survey in March–October 2021, 45% reported tolerance (106).

For 525 cases of non-medical nitrous oxide use reported to the French national addictovigilance system between 2012 and 2021 (mean age, 21.9 years, median 21 years, range 13–53 years; 38.3% women), there was sufficient clinical information to evaluate the individual DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for (nitrous oxide) use disorder in 111 cases. Of these, 27.9% reported tolerance (107).

Among 10 individuals (median age, 23 years, range 18–26 years; 80% women) reported to the Dutch Poisons Information Centre between 16 January 2021 and 15 January 2022 who had nitrous oxide “intoxication” and neuropathy, eight reported tolerance to the effects of nitrous oxide and nine reported withdrawal effects, including insomnia, anxiety, restlessness, sweating or shaking (108). Eight participants used nitrous oxide at least weekly; nine were “heavy” users (more than 50 balloons at a session).

Of 73 published cases of non-medical nitrous oxide use that resulted in “major side effects”, identified in a recent systematic electronic literature search (in English and French), only one report in each language provided sufficient clinical information to evaluate tolerance to nitrous
oxide or withdrawal effects (109). The case did meet DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for tolerance, but the other case did not meet the criteria for withdrawal effects.

8 Abuse potential

A Studies in experimental animals

In the four widely used animal models of substance abuse liability, nitrous oxide had clear rewarding properties in two (self-administration, drug discrimination) and mixed results in two (ICSS, conditioned place preference) (26), although the evidence is sparse. Of four rats offered 60% nitrous oxide, two self-administered it, one avoided it, and one showed no preference (110). Squirrel monkeys readily learnt to self-administer 60% nitrous oxide in 15-s bursts, even when 20 lever presses were required to receive one dose (111). Mice discriminated between 60% nitrous oxide and pure oxygen, suggesting that nitrous oxide has distinctive stimulus effects (112). Of other inhalants, toluene almost fully substituted for nitrous oxide in discrimination tests from pure oxygen, while 1,1,1-trichloroethane and ethanol only partially substituted and 2-butanol did not substitute.

Nitrous oxide alters the response rate in mice trained to self-administer ICSS, but with no clear dose–response pattern: 40% increased responding (at two of the electrical frequencies used), while 80% decreased responding (at a broader range of frequencies), 20% showed no effect, and 60% decreased responding only at the highest frequency (113). Nitrous oxide at 40% and 60% reduced the effort (lever presses) mice made before stopping self-administration of ICSS. In comparison, cocaine (at 3, 10, 18 mg/kg intraperitoneally) increased the response at all doses and frequencies used and increased the effort made before stopping ICSS self-administration. Diazepam and toluene facilitated the ICSS response more strongly than nitrous oxide, but only at intermediate doses; higher doses suppressed the response.

Nitrous oxide generates a dose-dependent conditioned place preference in rats but not in mice. In rats, 8% nitrous oxide induced conditioned place preference, 15% had no effect, and 30% and 60% induced conditioned place avoidance, suggesting an aversive effect (110). Nitrous oxide at 70% and 80% induced a conditioned taste aversion in rats, also suggesting an aversive effect (95,114). In mice, 50% nitrous oxide for 20 min did not generate a conditioned place preference and it blocked development of morphine- or cocaine-elicited conditioned place preference (115,116).

B Studies in humans

The abuse potential of nitrous oxide was noted immediately after its synthesis by Joseph Priestly in 1772. Humphrey Davy reported that inhalation of nitrous oxide produced a pleasurable euphoria and giddiness, which he likened to alcohol intoxication, with pleasant thrilling sensations in the body and auditory and visual distortions (117). He promoted recreational use of nitrous oxide, including at “laughing gas” parties, which became popular in England.

Modern laboratory studies with healthy young adults have confirmed that inhaled nitrous oxide produces robust, dose-dependent, pleasurable, rewarding subjective effects at sub-anaesthetic concentrations (10–50%) but does not consistently generate preference to oxygen in discrete choice procedures.

Inhaling nitrous oxide at 10–50% for 2–30 min under blinded conditions (when participants did not know whether they were inhaling nitrous oxide or oxygen) generated a dose-dependent pleasurable subjective experience commonly described by participants as having one of three
main characteristics: dreamy, detached reverie (e.g. “floating”, “coasting”, “spaced out”); a happy, euphoric mood (e.g. “happy”, “high”, “elated”, “stimulated”) or psychedelic-like (e.g. “pleasant bodily sensations”, changed body awareness and image, altered time perception, dissociative state) \((70,118–120)\). The subjective effects resolved substantially within 15 min of the end of exposure \((120)\) and resolved completely within 1 h \((74)\). Adults who took a single deep inhalation of 100% nitrous oxide \((117,121)\) or four consecutive deep inhalations of 40%, 60% or 80% nitrous oxide \((122)\) experienced positive subjective effects within 15–30 s, peaking at 2–3 min and subsiding within 15–20 min. Subjective effects were rated by participants as more similar to those of ketamine and alcohol than to those of cannabis or cocaine \((70,120)\). In comparison with equipotent (strength of drug effect, psychomotor impairment) concentrations of other inhalational anaesthetics (e.g. isoflurane, sevoflurane), nitrous oxide (15% or 30% for 40 min) produced less sedation and more pleasant psychedelic-like subjective effects \((75)\).

Substantial individual differences have been found in the quality and intensity of the subjective effects of nitrous oxide \((119)\). Among 12 participants exposed to 30% or 40% nitrous oxide for 30 min, one “liked” the 30% concentration, while seven were neutral and four “disliked” it \((67)\). Four “liked” the 40% concentration, while three were neutral and five “disliked” it. Among 12 participants exposed to 30% nitrous oxide for 10 min in nine sessions daily on 5 days, the mean within-participant rating on a 100-mm visual analogue scale ranged from 1–84 mm for “high” \((123)\). Substantial inter-participant variation was also observed for self-ratings of “dreamy”, “coasting” and “having pleasant thoughts”. The ratings for placebo were consistently low (< 10 mm).

Considerable inter-individual variation was also seen among among healthy young adults in their preference for inhaling nitrous oxide rather than placebo (100% oxygen or room air), even when they reported positive subjective effects. In these studies, participants first sampled the two gases double-blinded and then chose which gas to inhale. Among 19 participants given the choice between 10–40% nitrous oxide for 17 min and 100% oxygen, 84% preferred nitrous oxide at 10%, 47% at 20%, 42% at 30% and 40% at 40% \((124)\). Among 12 participants given two or three single-blind discrete choices between 30% or 40% and placebo (100% oxygen), 41.6% chose nitrous oxide at 30% and 20% chose it at 40% \((67)\). A positive association was found between choice of nitrous oxide and degree of positive subjective effects. Among 16 participants given 18 discrete choices between 30% nitrous oxide for 5 min and 100% oxygen, seven chosen nitrous oxide at least two thirds of the time, three chose oxygen at least two thirds of the time, and six were neutral \((125)\). A significant positive association was found between choice of nitrous oxide and “liking” a drug (Spearman \(r = 0.42\)) or wanting to take the drug again \((r = 0.27)\). Among 12 participants each given 45 discrete single-blind free choices (nine daily on 5 days) between 30% nitrous oxide and 100% oxygen or open-label “drug-free air” (100% oxygen) each for 10 min, 41% of the choices were for nitrous oxygen, 11% for placebo and 48% for “drug-free air” \((123)\). The choice of nitrous oxide was relatively consistent among participants during the 45 sessions. Five participants chose nitrous oxide more than two thirds of the time, five chose nitrous oxide less than 10% of the time, and two were neutral (40% and 51% of the time). The choice of nitrous oxide was significantly associated with several subjective effects, including “drunk” (Pearson \(r = 0.60\)), “dreamy” \((r = 0.62)\) and “floating” \((r = 0.59)\).

In a separate group of 20 participants given the same choice with four nitrous oxide concentrations, 25% preferred (chose more than half the time) placebo, 45% preferred 10% nitrous oxide, 65% preferred 20% nitrous oxide, and 65% preferred 30% nitrous oxide \((126)\). At all doses (including placebo), at least one participant never chose nitrous oxide and at least one always chose nitrous oxide. Significant associations were found between choosing nitrous oxide and subjective effects, although these did not occur at all nitrous oxide concentrations or
at all times. The choice of nitrous oxide was significantly associated with “liking” at the end of inhalation of all concentrations (Pearson $r = +0.44$ at 10%, $+0.68$ at 20%, $+0.46$ at 30% and $+0.59$ at 40%) and with “inhale again” at 20% ($r = +0.71$), 30% ($+0.48$) and 40% ($+0.60$). Among 14 participants each given 27 single-blind opportunities to choose among nitrous oxide (10%, 30% or 50%), placebo (100% oxygen) or neither, the cumulative choices were 27% for nitrous oxide, 16% for placebo and 57% for neither (127). Eight participants showed a significant preference for nitrous oxide, but the preference was not always monotonically dependent on dose. Three participants showed an increasing preference with increasing dose, three showed decreased preference at the highest dose, and 2 showed no change with increasing dose.

Little is known about the reasons for individual differences in response to nitrous oxide. In a study of 80 psychologically healthy young adults exposed to 50% nitrous oxide for 30 min, participants with high trait impulsivity (assessed on an eight-item version of the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale-11) had a significantly greater liking for nitrous oxide than those with low impulsivity (120). Depressed mood during the previous week was inconsistently associated with the nitrous oxide response, but a history of bipolar traits was not (120). Gender did not appear to influence the abuse potential of nitrous oxide significantly. When 38 women and 72 men were exposed to 30% nitrous oxide for 15 min, no significant difference was seen between the two groups in the quality or intensity of positive subjective effects (e.g. “elated”, “high”, “pleasant thoughts”) (128).

Personal or family use of other psychoactive substances, such as alcohol or cannabis, influenced the positive subjective and rewarding effects of nitrous oxide in human laboratory studies. Among 32 participants exposed to 20%, 30% and 40% nitrous oxide for 10 min, only the 16 who were considered moderate drinkers (at least seven standard drinks weekly and drinking on at least 4 days per week) experienced positive subjective effects (e.g. “drug liking”, “inhale again”), while light drinkers (no more than four drinks per month) did not (129). Participants who were moderate drinkers were also more likely to choose nitrous oxide over placebo (100% oxygen), while light drinkers made equal choices. Among 19 healthy young adults exposed to 0–40% nitrous oxide for 30 min, those who drank alcohol moderately (mean [standard deviation] 11.4 [4.7] drinks per week; 40% were current cannabis smokers) chose nitrous oxide over placebo significantly more often than those who drank alcohol lightly (0.8 [0.2]; no current cannabis smokers) (124). Th groups did not differ significantly in positive subjective effects or psychomotor impairment. Among 60 healthy adults who drank heavily (112 and 168 g/week for women and men, respectively) but did not have alcohol use disorder, those with a family history of alcohol use disorder experienced significant “stimulation” from exposure to 50% nitrous oxide for 30 min, while those without such a history did not (130).

Among 18 healthy young adults exposed to 40% nitrous oxide or placebo for 30 min, those who used cannabis (mean [SD] 1.28 [1.02] joints per week), two thirds of whom also used hallucinogens), experienced stronger positive subjective effects than non-users of cannabis (none of whom used hallucinogens), but there was no difference in psychomotor impairment (131). Of 24 healthy adults exposed to a single inhalation of 100% nitrous oxide, those who used cannabis and/or hallucinogens experienced less psychomotor impairment and were less likely to have an adverse experience than those who did not (8% and 58%, respectively) (117). Users of cannabis and/or hallucinogens compared intoxication with nitrous oxide to a psychedelic experience, while those who did use these substances compared it to alcohol intoxication. Among 60 healthy young men exposed to 40% nitrous oxide for 20 min, those who had used cannabis in the previous 12 months experienced more positive mood and less anxiety or depression than those who had not (132). Among 80 healthy young adults exposed to 40% nitrous oxide for 20 min, those who were experienced users of cannabis (at least 100 times; most had also used psychedelics) compared the experience to cannabis or LSD
intoxication; those who had used cannabis no more than 10 times (and never
used psychedelics) compared the experience to alcohol intoxication (133). These findings suggest
that use of cannabis or psychedelics enhances the abuse potential of nitrous oxide. Thus,
human laboratory studies in which only participants who have not used other substances are
enrolled are likely to result in underestimates of the abuse potential of nitrous oxide.

Nitrous oxide is more rewarding than the potent inhalational anaesthetic sevoflurane. Among
14 participants given a choice between placebo (100% oxygen) and either 30% nitrous oxide or
0.2%, 0.4% or 0.6% sevoflurane, 71% chose nitrous oxide over placebo, while 50%, 57% and
50% chose the sevoflurane concentration over placebo, respectively (134).

9 Therapeutic applications and extent of therapeutic use and epidemiology of
medical use

The first medical use of nitrous oxide was as a dental anesthetic, in 1844 (25). Nitrous oxide is now
used as a supplement in inhalational anaesthesia (as it is not potent enough to be used alone) and
for analgesia and sedation during childbirth and painful short procedures in dentistry, paediatrics
and emergency medicine (135,136). Use of nitrous oxide for inhalational analgesia appears to have
decreased during the past few decades, in part because of concern about adverse effects (e.g.
nausea and vomiting) after exposure for more than 1 h (137) and environmental damage due to its
greenhouse gas properties (136). The advantages of nitrous oxide over other inhalational
anaesthetics include its analgesic and sedative effects (also present at subanaesthetic doses), its
very rapid onset (within seconds) and the offset of effects (due to the very low blood:gas partition
coefficient of 0.47), which allows more rapid induction and emergence from effects; it also has no
adverse haemodynamic or pulmonary effects (31,136). The advantages of nitrous oxide over other
analgescics (e.g. opioids) and sedatives (e.g. benzodiazepines) include all of the above and also the
fact that it is eliminated unchanged in exhaled breath, such that its pharmacokinetics is not affected
by liver or kidney function. Furthermore, it has apparently less abuse potential than opioids and can
be administered by inhalation, which allows intravenous catheter placement or avoids the need for
such placement, both of which are advantages for infants and children (138), and allows patient
self-administration (self-titration). The advantages of its use during childbirth include lack of
interference with labour and no significant retention by the neonate, as it is rapidly exhaled, or
during breastfeeding (139).

The number of patients who receive nitrous oxide for medical purposes is unknown. In an online
survey conducted in November 2019–March 2020 of 171 paediatric emergency departments in 17
European countries plus Israel and Türkiye, which serve about 5 million children annually, 54% used
nitrous oxide for sedation and/or analgesia (140). It was estimated recently that more than 500
hospitals and birthing centres in the USA were using nitrous oxide for analgesia during labour in
2018 (141).

Nitrous oxide has been proposed as a treatment for depression (especially treatment-resistant
depression) on the basis of a limited number of favourable randomized, double-blind, placebo-
controlled clinical trials, although it is not approved for this condition by any national regulatory
authority. The interest is due partly to the rapid onset of anti-depressant effects seen in some
studies (within 24 h, similar to the action of ketamine), whereas weeks are required with
conventional antidepressants. At least eight clinical trials of treatment-resistant and other forms of
depression are currently under way (142). Three controlled clinical trials involving a total of 88 adult
patients with major treatment-resistant depression found that a single treatment with nitrous oxide
(50% for 1 h) significantly reduced depressive symptoms as compared with placebo (oxygen only)
(143–145). Significant anti-depressant effects appeared after 2 and 24 h in two studies (but not
after 1 and 2 weeks in the study in which those periods were evaluated) and after 1 and 2 weeks (but not after 2 or 24 h) in a third study (144). Cognitive performance was improved throughout the 2 weeks of the study in which anti-depressive effects lasted only 24 h (146). The anti-depressant effect was accompanied by increased brain cortical connectivity assessed by electroencephalogram (147). A fourth controlled clinical trial involving 23 adults with major depression (not necessarily treatment-resistant) who remained on their prescribed anti-depressant medication found that nitrous oxide at 50% for 1 h twice weekly for 4 weeks significantly reduced depressive symptoms by 4 weeks (148). Of the patients who received nitrous oxide, 91.7% showed a clinically significant response (at least 50% reduction in their score on the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale), and 75% achieved remission, as compared with 44.4% and 11.1%, respectively, in the placebo group. A controlled clinical trial involving 25 adults with bipolar disorder and current treatment-resistant depression found that nitrous oxide (25% for 20 min) resulted in a significantly larger proportion of patients with a clinically significant anti-depressant response (at least 50% reduction in scores on the Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale [MADRS]) 2 h after treatment (92% vs 38%) as compared with a group who received active placebo (medical air + 2 mg midazolam intravenously), but there was no significant difference 4 or 24 h after treatment (149). There was no significant difference in the mean MADRS scores of the treatment groups at any time. The nitrous oxide-induced reduction in MADRS score at 24 h was significantly associated with a lower baseline cerebral blood flow (assessed by magnetic resonance imaging arterial spin labelling) in the frontal, ventral prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortical regions.

A systematic literature review conducted in 2005 identified five controlled clinical trials conducted by the same research group in South Africa, involving 212 participants, to evaluate the influence of nitrous oxide on acute alcohol withdrawal (150). All five studies found that nitrous oxide (titrated to achieve mild sedation, “psychotrophic analgesic nitrous oxide”) was non-inferior to standard dosing with oral benzodiazepines in reducing the signs and symptoms of acute alcohol withdrawal. A controlled clinical trial conducted in Finland of 105 adults admitted for inpatient alcohol detoxification (not included in the systematic review) found that nitrous oxide (30–70% titrated to achieve an end-tidal concentration of 30%, duration not reported) had no significant effect on the signs and symptoms of acute alcohol withdrawal or dosing with benzodiazepines during 42 h after treatment (151).

10 Listing on the WHO Model List of Essential Medicines

Nitrous oxide is listed on the 23rd WHO Model List of Essential Medicines (152) and on the 9th WHO Model List of Essential Medicines for Children as an inhalational anaesthetic (153).

11 Marketing authorizations (as a medicinal product)

Nitrous oxide is approved by national regulatory authorities as a medical gas in the European Union, North America and many other countries. It is marketed as an equimolar mixture (50%/50%) of oxygen and nitrous oxide in France (known as EMONO) and the United Kingdom (Entonox). In other countries, nitrous oxide is marketed as the pure gas and mixed with the appropriate amount of oxygen at the site of clinical administration.

12 Industrial use

Nitrous oxide is widely used commercially in the food and beverage, electronics and motor fuel industries (25,154). Nitrous oxide is used as a mixing, aerating and foaming agent in food and
beverage preparation and as a propellant for dispensing whipped cream and other toppings. It is preferred to other inert gases (e.g. nitrogen, carbon dioxide) for such culinary uses because it is tasteless, colourless, non-irritating, does not promote oxidation or bacterial growth, and is highly fat soluble (155–157). It is approved for use as a food additive by most national regulatory authorities. Nitrous oxide is used as an oxidizing agent to increase the efficiency of fuels for racing cars and some rocket engines. It is preferred to other oxidizing agents because it is nonflammable and condenses under relatively low pressure at room temperature, making it easier to handle (158). Nitrous oxide is used in the manufacture of semi-conductor chips (135).

13 Non-medical use, abuse and dependence

The true prevalence of non-medical use of nitrous oxide or of nitrous oxide use disorder is unknown. Data on the use of nitrous oxide are not included in the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime annual World Drug Report. As nitrous oxide is not a novel psychoactive substance, events are not reported to its ToxPortal, nor is its use monitored systematically in Europe in the European Monitoring Centre on Drugs and Drug Addiction Early Warning System. Few population-based surveys of psychoactive substance use include nitrous oxide, and those that do group it with other inhalants (e.g. alkyl nitrites, volatile organic compounds) (159). Surveys on non-medical use of nitrous oxide do not include data on use disorder.

The global prevalence of non-medical use of nitrous oxide appears to be low but may be increasing in some countries and population groups (e.g. in Lithuania, Netherlands (Kingdom of the), see Table 1). The lifetime prevalence of use was 0.6–7.6% in four countries that have conducted nationally representative, population-based cross-sectional surveys (Lithuania, Netherlands (Kingdom of the), New Zealand, USA) (Table 2). The median age at first use was 19 years in New Zealand (2007–2008) (160), and the prevalence in the past year was 0.8–3.2% in England and Wales, Netherlands (Kingdom of the) and New Zealand; the prevalence in the past month was 1.1% in Netherlands (Kingdom of the). The lifetime prevalence of use in the USA has been relatively stable in the past decade, ranging from 4.4% to 4.8% (see Table 1). The prevalence in Netherlands (Kingdom of the) was 3.2% in 2019 and decreased to 1.6% in 2021 (see Table 1).

Table 2. Prevalence of non-medical use of nitrous oxide in population-based surveys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country or region</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Age range (years)</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Prevalence (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lifetime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>15–18</td>
<td>High-school students</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>19–25</td>
<td>Vocational school students</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England and Wales</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>16–59</td>
<td>National</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England and Wales</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>16–59</td>
<td>National</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England and Wales</td>
<td>2013–</td>
<td>16–59</td>
<td>National</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England and Wales</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England and Wales</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>16–24</td>
<td>National</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The prevalence of non-medical use of nitrous oxide varies by age. In most countries, the prevalence is greatest among adolescents and young adults (160,164). For example, in Netherlands (Kingdom
of the), the highest prevalence in the past year (2020) was among those aged 18–19 years (14.5%), followed by those aged 20–24 years (12.1%), 25–29 years (4.0%), 30–39 years (1.8%), 40–49 years (0.3%), 50–64 years (0.2%) and ≥ 65 years (0%) (174). The USA is an exception, as the highest lifetime prevalence (2021) was among people aged ≥ 26 years (5.1%) (168).

Cross-sectional, online, anonymous international surveys of convenience samples of self-selected individuals who use psychoactive substances (global drug surveys) found a substantially higher prevalence of non-medical use of nitrous oxide than in population-based studies, presumably because of the bias inherent in their sampling method. In these biased samples, the prevalence of nitrous oxide use was also highest among adolescents and young adults. The 2020–2021 Global Drug Survey (with more than 147 000 respondents in 35 countries) found that the prevalence of use of nitrous oxide in the past year was 21% (169), as compared with 7.2% in the 2014–2016 global drug surveys (241 566 unique respondents) (8). The highest prevalence in both studies was among adolescents and young adults. A majority (57%) of nitrous oxide users reported “clubbing” at least weekly, and 18% reported clubbing at least five times a week. In the 2021 Global Drug Survey, 22.5% of respondents reported lifetime nitrous oxide use, which is similar to the 23.6% reported lifetime use in 2019 (167). The majority (89.2%) of participants in these surveys also used other psychoactive substances. The prevalence of nitrous oxide use in the past year was higher among men than women (7.2% vs 4.9%, respectively) and among “clubbers” than non-“clubbers” (9.4% vs 3.0%, respectively). Of the six countries with the highest number of respondents, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the USA had the highest prevalence of lifetime or past-year nitrous oxide use: 26.6% (25.5 ; 27.8), 38.6% (95% CI, 37.5 ; 39.7)/20.5% (19.6 ; 21.5) and 29.4% (28.3 ; 30.5)/8.2% (7.6/8.9), respectively. Australia, the United Kingdom and the USA had the highest prevalence of past-month nitrous oxide use: 2.0% (1.0 ; 2.4), 7.7% (7.1 ; 8.3) and 2.9% (2.5 ; 3.3), respectively. Germany and Switzerland had the lowest prevalence of lifetime or past-year/past-month nitrous oxide use: 11.2% (10.8 ; 11.6)/1.5% (3.3 ; 3.7)/0.9% (0.8 ; 1.0) and 13.4% (12.5 ; 14.4)/3.6% (3.1 ; 4.1)/1.0% (0.7 ; 1.3), respectively.

An anonymous online survey (on a website targeted at adolescents and young adults) of a self-selected convenience sample of 6070 Dutch residents conducted in May–October 2020 found that 40.7% had used nitrous oxide before onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, which decreased to 20.7% during the pandemic (when the Netherlands [Kingdom of the] was in lockdown) (170). Among those who used nitrous oxide during the pandemic, 22.6% decreased their use from the pre-pandemic levels, 28.0% did not change their use, and 36.0% increased their use.

The prevalence of non-medical use of nitrous oxide is relatively high in some population subgroups, including health profession students (perhaps because of easier access), high school (secondary) and university students, attendees at dance clubs and music festivals and adolescents in psychiatric treatment (162). A questionnaire administered in class to 1360 (61.2% of eligible students) first-year engineering, law and health science students at the University of Auckland, New Zealand, in 2002 indicated a 11.1% lifetime prevalence of “recreational” nitrous oxide use (56% men; median age, 20 years, range 17–48 years) (30). Most (78%) used at least one other recreational drug, and 23% used another inhalational drug. An anonymous survey in 1976–1978 of a convenience sample of 351 medical students and 273 dental students at a university in the USA found that 10.3% and 17.9%, respectively, had ever used nitrous oxide in a social setting for recreational purposes (171). In an anonymous online survey of a self-selected sample of 981 medical students at the University of Paris, France (29% of all eligible students), conducted in March–October 2021, 80.3% reported lifetime nitrous oxide use (106). Users of nitrous oxide were significantly more likely than nonusers to be men (odds ratio [OR] = 1.63, $P = 0.006$), have an alcohol use disorder (1.83, $P = 0.017$) and be younger (0.90, $P = 0.0005$). Use of other psychoactive substances was significantly more common among nitrous oxide users than among nonusers: 96.6% (vs 58%) used alcohol, 62.8% (vs 2.6%) used alkyl nitrites (“poppers”), 47% (vs 9.3%) used cannabis, 43.9% (vs 9.3%) used tobacco, 11.8%
(vs 1%) used MDMA and 5.6% (vs 0%) used cocaine. An anonymous online survey in 2021 of a convenience sample of 593 health profession students (medicine, dentistry, midwifery, pharmacy) at a French university found a 76.6% lifetime prevalence of non-medical use of nitrous oxide, ranging from 66.5% among pharmacy students to 80.0% among medical students (172). Only 2.6% had “given up” nitrous oxide use at the time of the survey. Nitrous oxide use was slightly more prevalent among men than among women (81.7% vs 74.2%). In an anonymous, online, cross-sectional survey of a self-selected convenience sample of 10 066 French university students aged at least 18 years conducted in 2015–2017, the reported prevalence of nitrous oxide use was 26% for lifetime and 12% for past-year use (173). Half (50.6%) of the past-year nitrous oxide users reported using only nitrous oxide; 23.7% also used cannabis, 20.2% also used MDMA, and 11.8% also used cocaine. A survey of a self-selected convenience sample of 140 young adults (18–25 years, 67% women, 95% university students) in southwest London, United Kingdom, in 2017 found that 77% had heard of nitrous oxide (“hippy crack”) and 28% were past-year users (174). The prevalence of use was not significantly associated with age or gender. More than three quarters (83%) of users had used nitrous oxide no more than 10 times in the past year, 31% had used it only once and 10% more than 20 times. An anonymous online survey of 555 Dutch secondary school students (14–18 years, 47% girls) indicated a 13.6% prevalence of lifetime use of nitrous oxide (175). More than one third had used it only once (40.7%) or two or three times (34.9%), 16.3% had used it 4–10 times and 8.1% had used it more than 10 times. Most users (52.3%) reported that they would “definitely” use nitrous oxide again; only 7.0% said they would “never” use nitrous oxide again. An in-person interview survey in 2004 of 723 adolescents (97.7% of all those in treatment) in residential psychiatric treatment in Missouri, USA (mean age, 15.5 years, 87.0% male) found a 15.8% prevalence of lifetime nitrous oxide use and a 12.2% prevalence of past-year use (176). Of the nitrous oxide users, 80.1% also had a history of lifetime inhalation of volatile organic solvents. Most (77.7%) of those who had used both nitrous oxide and volatile organic solvents had a psychiatric diagnosis, while 36% of those who used only nitrous oxide had such a diagnosis. Among 106 adolescents and young adults (mean [standard deviation] age 17.25 [1.33] years, 19.8% > 18 years, 71.7% men) court-ordered into outpatient treatment for “illicit drug use” in Taiwan (China) between September 2016 and September 2021, 22.6% had used nitrous oxide as their main drug (177).

For the Australian Ecstasy and Related Drug Reporting System, interviews are conducted annually with a convenience sample of people in each state capital city who are at least 16 years of age, resident in the city for at least 12 months and had used stimulants, hallucinogens or novel psychoactive substances at least six times in the past 6 months (178). Respondents are recruited by advertisements and peer referral. Among respondents interviewed in Sydney, New South Wales (about 100 annually), the prevalence of use of nitrous oxide in the past 6 months was relatively stable (8–12%) in 2003–2011, increased to 20% in 2012–2013 and steadily increased to 55% in 2016–2017, 75% in 2018, 72% in 2019 and 67% in 2020. Among the 69 respondents in 2020 who answered a question about changes in their use of nitrous oxide in the past 6 months, 25% reported decreased use, 15% increased use, 10% stopped use, and the remainder had not changed their use. A review of the Rapid Emergency Department Data for Surveillance for New South Wales, Australia, for 2012–2018 identified 118 patients for whom nitrous oxide use was the presenting problem or mentioned in their diagnosis, of whom 24% were chronic or heavy users (179). More than half (56%) were men, 83% were aged 16–30 years, and 46% were “polydrug” users. The number of patients who used nitrous oxide increased gradually from 2 in 2012 to 10 in 2015–2016 and then dramatically to 61 in 2018.

A systematic review of four electronic databases conducted in January 2022 identified 91 case reports and 24 case series comprising 355 people with chronic nitrous oxide “misuse” or “abuse”, of whom 55.5% were men with a mean age of 24 years (range, 14–60 years) (180). The duration of
nitrous oxide use ranged from 1 month to 10 years, but most had used it for at least 1 year. All the patients used nitrous oxide at least weekly, using 15–900 bulbs per session. Most of the patients came to clinical attention because of medical problems (most commonly sensory changes, weakness or autonomic dysfunction) rather than psychiatric problems.

The prevalence of nitrous oxide use disorder, of heavy nitrous oxide use (suggesting use disorder) and the proportion of nitrous oxide users who develop a use disorder is unknown. This information has not been collected in large-scale, unbiased population-based surveys. Surveys of convenience samples suggest that only a minority of nitrous oxide users develop a use disorder, while a high proportion of cases that come to medical attention or are reported to monitoring systems have a use disorder.

Among 525 cases of non-medical nitrous oxide use reported to the French national addictovigilance system between 2012 and 2021 (mean age, 21.9 years; median, 21 years; range, 13–53 years; 38.3% women), 64.6% met the diagnostic criteria for nitrous oxide use disorder, and another 17.9% were considered “heavy” users (daily use or at least 20 cartridges per use occasion) (107). The mean duration of nitrous oxide use was 16.5 months. About one quarter of cases also used alcohol (23.4%) or cannabis (23.8%). Only a few cases were reported annually. The number was stable in 2012–2018 but then increased from 40 in 2019 to 344 in 2021. The number of cases with use disorder more than tripled between 2020 (88) and 2021 (302), while the number of cases of “heavy” use only remained stable (37 and 42). For 111 cases, sufficient clinical information was available to evaluate the individual DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for (nitrous oxide) use disorder. Of these cases, 60.4% took nitrous oxide in larger amounts or for longer periods than initially intended, 40.1% had spent a great deal of time in obtaining nitrous oxide or recovering from its use, 35.1% continued use despite persistent health problems due to nitrous oxide, 30.1% had a persistent desire or had unsuccessfully attempted to reduce or stop their use, 27.9% showed tolerance, 23.4% had social, financial or vocational problems due to use, 15.3% had cravings to use, 11.7% had withdrawal symptoms, and 2.7% engaged in risky behavior while using nitrous oxide.

Among 788 medical students at the University of Paris, France, with self-identified lifetime nitrous oxide use who participated in an anonymous online survey in March–October 2021, 24.1% met the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for nitrous oxide use disorder: 79% of cases were mild (meeting 2–3 of 11 possible criteria), 17% moderate (4–5 criteria) and 4% severe (≥ 6 criteria) (106). The most common criteria were a persistent desire or unsuccessful attempts to reduce or stop use (46%), tolerance (45%), continued use despite persistent health problems due to nitrous oxide (44%), and use in larger amounts or for longer periods than intended (18%). Nitrous oxide users with a use disorder were significantly more likely than users without a use disorder to be men (36.8% vs 27.7%), to use nitrous oxide at least monthly (33.1% vs 12.9%) and to use it more than once a week (3.6% vs 0.8%). Use of other psychoactive substances was common in users with and without a use disorder, except that use of alkyl nitrites (“poppers”) was more common in those with a use disorder (72.5% vs 59.7%).

In a systematic review of 73 published cases of non-medical nitrous oxide use that resulted in “major side effects”, 62 provided sufficient clinical information to evaluate at least one of the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for nitrous oxide use disorder (109). Of the 73 cases, 55 (88.7%) met the criteria for taking nitrous oxide in larger amounts or over a longer period than intended and for spending time in obtaining nitrous oxide, using it or recovering from its effects (in all the cases for which these two criteria could be evaluated), qualifying as having mild use disorder. Eight cases met the criteria for use resulting in failure to fulfill major role obligations, interfering with important activities or continued use despite persistent social or interpersonal problems due to its use (88.9% of the cases for which these three criteria could be evaluated). Six cases met the criteria for
persistent use when it was physically hazardous or despite physical or psychological problems due to use, representing 66.7% of all the cases for which these two criteria could be evaluated.

In a retrospective case series of seven adults (21–33 years, four women) who sought treatment for “severe nitrous oxide use disorder” at a psychiatric centre in Taiwan (China) between 2017 and 2018. The duration of nitrous oxide use varied from 4 months to 20 years; five used nitrous oxide daily, one two or three times weekly and one weekly (181). All had used other psychoactive substances before initiating nitrous oxide use; and all but one had a comorbid psychiatric disorder (five major depressive disorder, one bipolar disorder).

Little is known about the time course of nitrous oxide use disorder. Only two published studies were found. A 5-month follow-up of 430 patients (57% men, mean age 23.9 years, mean [SD] 2.2 [0.6] years of nitrous oxide use, mean daily dose 1800 [450] mL who received 1 month of inpatient treatment (psychological therapy and vitamin B12) for nitrous oxide use disorder (diagnostic criteria not reported) at the Gaoxin Hospital in Beijing, China, found a non-linear relapse rate: 15.8% at 1 month, 38.6% at 2 months, 47% at 3 months, 51.2% at 5 months and 55.1% at 6 months (182). Half the patients had relapsed by 108 days. Depressed or anxious mood at hospital discharge was associated with an increased risk of relapse.

A prospective, 3-month longitudinal study was conducted to follow 10 individuals (median age, 23 years, range 18–26 years; 80% women) who were reported to the Dutch Poisons Information Centre between 16 January 2021 and 15 January 2022 with nitrous oxide “intoxication” and neuropathy (108). At baseline, all 10 participants met the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for (nitrous oxide) use disorder: one mild, one moderate and eight severe. Eight participants used nitrous oxide at least weekly, and nine were “heavy” users (> 50 balloons at a session). At 1-month follow-up, six of the remaining seven participants still met the criteria for severe nitrous oxide use disorder, as did the one participant at the 3-month follow-up. The external validity of this study is low because of the high drop-out rate (90%). In addition, the 10 participants were drawn from a pool of 75 individuals who met the eligibility criteria but 65 of whom refused to participate.

14 Nature and magnitude of public health problems related to misuse, abuse and dependence

Deaths directly related to non-medical use of nitrous oxide appear to be rare. Coroners’ inquests were conducted in England and Wales for 62 deaths associated with nitrous oxide use (both intentional and unintentional) between 2001 and 2021 (183), for an average of three annually. The prevalence of nitrous oxide-associated deaths tripled, from 1.6 annually during the first decade to 4.5 annually during the last decade. A review of the Australian National Coronial Information System for 2000–2021 identified 20 fatalities related to nitrous oxide misuse, representing 12.2% of all fatalities related to inhalant misuse (184). Nitrous oxide was detected in the blood in all five cases in which it was tested. More than 75% of all inhalant-related fatalities were considered to be unintended, about 10% were due to intentional self-harm and about 5% to unintended traumatic injury. A review of autopsies of cases of suicide in 2003–2017 in the files of Forensic Science South Australia identified only two cases associated with nitrous oxide use (185).

The most common cause of death from non-medical use of nitrous oxide is asphyxia, either unintended or intended (in a suicide attempt). When nitrous oxide is inhaled in a confined space, it displaces the available oxygen (186), and the resulting hypoxia may lead to death if nitrous oxide inhalation is continued. This may occur when nitrous oxide is inhaled with the person’s head in a plastic bag (185), through a tight-fitting face mask or in a car or a small unventilated room (197).
15 Licit production, consumption and international trade

Nitrous oxide is legally manufactured for industrial and medical use. The leading manufacturers are based in France, Japan, Netherlands (Kingdom of the), Singapore and the USA. The global market for nitrous oxide was estimated in 2016 to be US$ 805 million for both the medical (about 85% of the market) and the industrial sector (188), which increased to US$ 1.2 billion in 2022 (2). North America accounts for almost half the market, followed by Europe and Asia with about one-quarter each. The electronics industry used an estimated 10 000 tonnes of nitrous oxide in 2022 (154).

16 Illicit manufacture and traffic and related information

Nitrous oxide is not known to be manufactured illicitly. Non-medical use is with nitrous oxide manufactured legally for legitimate medical or industrial use but then purchased for non-medical use online or in person. Among 4883 self-selected respondents to an anonymous online survey in late 2013 (2014 Global Drug Survey) who reported use of nitrous oxide in the past year, nitrous oxide was most commonly obtained from friends (38.8%), a supermarket (34.4%), over the Internet (29.3%) or at a festival (28.7%) and rarely from “head shops” (9.9%), a dealer (7.3%) or an adult store (6.1%) (28).

17 Current international controls and their impact

Nitrous oxide is not currently controlled under any international treaty.

18 Current and past national controls

Nitrous oxide is sold legally in all countries; however, many countries have imposed controls to limit non-medical use (5). Such restrictions include bans on sale to minors, banning sales during certain hours (e.g. 22:00–05:00) and from certain locations (e.g. shops that sell alcohol or tobacco), restrictions on retail display and advertisement in shops, warning labels on packaging, prohibiting concurrent sale of products that enable non-medical use (e.g. balloons, “crackers”), and limits on importation and production. In the United Kingdom, production or supply (but not possession) of nitrous oxide for its psychoactive effects is illegal under the Psychoactive Substances Act of 2016 (189). Netherlands (Kingdom of the) banned the production, sale and possession of nitrous oxide effective 1 January 2023, with exceptions for medical use and the food industry (190). In South Australia, it is illegal to keep nitrous oxide visible in stores or to sell to minors or between 22:00 and 05:00 (191).

19 Other medical and scientific matters relevant for a recommendation on scheduling of the substance

No other medical and scientific matters were identified.
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